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Abstract. Tracking a financial index boils down to replicating its trajectory of
returns for a well-defined time span by investing in a weighted subset of the securities
included in the benchmark. Picking the optimal combination of assets becomes a
challenging NP-hard problem even for moderately large indices consisting of dozens or
hundreds of assets, thereby requiring heuristic methods to find approximate solutions.
Hybrid quantum-classical optimization with variational gate-based quantum circuits
arises as a plausible method to improve performance of current schemes. In this
work we introduce a heuristic pruning algorithm to find weighted combinations of
assets subject to cardinality constraints. We further consider different strategies to
respect such constraints and compare the performance of relevant quantum ansa¨tze
and classical optimizers through numerical simulations.
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1. Introduction
Many relevant problems in quantitative finance translate into daunting computational
tasks, such as combinatorial optimization problems and Monte Carlo simulations [1],
suffering from lack of parallelization or slow convergence. The field of Quantum finance
is an emergent branch of quantum physics and quantum computing that develops
new algorithms and formulations of financial problems, to address these problems and
limitations [2]. Recent works in quantum finance have explored the design of optimal
trading trajectories [3], credit scoring [4], portfolio optimization [5, 6, 7, 8], Monte Carlo
pricing of derivatives [9], risk analysis [10] or financial crisis forecast [11], among others.
While financial applications show promising results and trends for NISQ
computations, they also highlight the bottleneck imposed by processor sizes and
decoherence. In such a framework of hybrid quantum-classical computation, it is equally
important to benchmark and fine tune existing algorithms, as well as seeking new
algorithmic simplifications or strategies that provide useful applications in resource-
limited environments. In this work we address both questions, using as model the
problem of index tracking.
Aggressive investors or hedge funds seek to beat the market performance by
frequently trading based on expectations regarding macroeconomic and company-
specific developments, usually referred as active investment; however, only a small
fraction of hedge funds are successful in doing so. More risk averse investors focus
on passive investment, using financial instruments—funds, ETFs, derivatives—which
imitate the performance of a benchmark index, such as the S&P 500. Interestingly,
the emulation of indices is not constrained to long-term passive investment. Synthetic
indices must be reproduced also when providing counterpart risk in derivative trading—
e.g. S&P 500, EuroStoxx and other indices can be traded as futures—, and appear in
other markets, such as commodities. In all these scenarios, the design of the index
tracking instrument itself is a complex task, which can be improved by having faster
and more accurate algorithms. In general, one can think of this problem as reducing
transaction costs in portfolio investments, which is of wide interest for obvious reasons.
In this paper we explore a formulation of the index tracking problem as a mixed-
integer optimization problem, where a benchmark index is imitated by a basket of
d assets in a universe with N possible instruments, by selecting and fine tuning the
weights of those assets in the basket. Note that the selection of d assets is already
a combinatorial optimization problem that explodes as
(
N
d
) ∼ Nd. Exploring all
configurations by brute force quickly becomes unfeasible for indices composed by dozens
of instruments, so approximation methods [12, 13] and heuristic approaches come into
play [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. However, if we want to explore the optimization power of
NISQ computers, we are faced with the overhead imposed by encoding multiple assets
with finite precision. This severely limits the size and interest of problems that can be
addressed with existing hardware.
In this work we address the problem of index tracking using a new hybrid
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quantum-classical algorithm that we call heuristic pruning. Our method iteratively
nests two interdependent optimization problems: a classical convex optimization phase
to determine the relative weights of the assets, combined with a quadratic binary
optimization that determines the relevant subset of securities that reproduces the
index. This approach makes best use of small Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum
(NISQ) devices [20], maximizing the number of assets that are described by a single
quantum register—i.e. if we have N qubits we can track indices with up to N
securities. Conveniently enough, our pruning algorithm can easily be adapted to solve
other relevant problems in industry, like selecting variables in a multi-variate linear
regression. We demonstrate that the pruning method can solved in NISQ quantum
computers (e.g. IBM-Q), using variational methods with a very small number of gates
but very good performance. However, the same method can be extended to work with
quantum annealers (D-Wave’s) or quantum-inspired optimizers. Finally, the formulation
is sufficiently flexible that it can readily incorporate other constraints appearing in
realistic scenarios, like capital concentration constraints, even though we do not consider
them in this work.
Section 2 enunciates our index tracking problem. In section 3 we describe and
analyze the pruning algorithm. In Sec. 4 we study ways to include hard cardinality
constraints by either the mathematical encoding or the quantum circuit, comparing
both methods through numerical simulations using real intra-day data of the PHLX
Oil Service Sector (OSX) index, composed of 15 companies involved in the oil services
sector (cf. 1). By relaxing the previous hard constraints and allowing final portfolio sizes
not imposed a priori, we find a more gentle optimization problem for the variational
parameters in section 5. Finally, Sec. 6 discusses the conclusions of our study and next
steps.
2. Index-tracking problem
The goal of thee index tracking problem is to replicate, over a given look-back window, a
benchmark index by selecting a portfolio of d components out of a large universe N  d
of possible assets. We expect that the smaller tracking portfolio will closely match the
returns of the benchmark index, while at the same time reducing the transaction costs
and simplifying the management process required to keep both the portfolio in-sync
with the index.
Let us assume that we know the prices Pj(t) of the assets in our universe over an
interval of time t ∈ [0, T ], which we divide into periods with fixed size tn = n × ∆t.
At any time, the composition of our portfolio is determined by a set cj(t) of product
units that are adapted during the tracking period. The value of the portfolio during
this interval is
P (t) =
d∑
j=1
cjPj(t), t ∈ [0, T ]. (1)
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Figure 1. Composition of the PHLX Oil Service Sector (OSX) index, with look-back
window on 2019-06-17. (a) Names of the assets and weights on the normalized linear
components gi. (b) Correlation heatmap between equities, related to the quadratic
form Σij .
Within each sub-interval, we can define the overall return of the portfolio rp(tn) as the
relative increment in portfolio value. It can be related to the returns of individual assets
ri(tn) = Pi(tn + ∆t)/P (tn)− 1
rp(tn) =
P (tn + ∆t)− P (tn)
P (tn)
=
N∑
j
wjrj(tn) = w
T r(tn), (2)
through a vector of weights w ∈ RN characterizing the portfolio
wj =
cj(t)Pj(t)∑n
j cj(t)Pj(t)
∈ [0, 1]. (3)
The benchmark index I(t) is known through a time series of returns, rI(tn) =
I(tn + ∆t)/I(tn)− 1, taken by consecutive snapshots at periodic intervals. We will use
this information, to construct the portfolio with d assets (and fixed weights) that best
replicates the index’ trajectory [17]. Our assumption is that this optimal portfolio will
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accurately follow the index over a short time horizon, t ∈ [T, T + TH ]. After this time,
a new optimal portfolio will be computed, leading to a reevaluation of the weights wj
that can be achieved through buying or selling some product units cj.
To implement the search of the optimal portfolio, we introduce a tracking error
Terr that measures the distance between the sequence of returns of the index and our
portfolio. We use the mean squared error between both time series, a quadratic form
Terr =
T∑
n
(rp(tn)− rI(tn))2 =
N∑
i,j=1
wiΣijwj − 2
N∑
j=1
wjgj + 0, (4)
with a matrix Σij, a vector gi and an offset 0, defined as
Σij =
nT∑
n=0
ri(tn)rj(tn), gj =
nT∑
n=0
rj(tn)rI(tn), 0 =
nT∑
n=0
rI(tn)
2. (5)
The index can also be expressed in terms of a vector of weights W ∈ RN valid for the
specified time interval‡, giving us explicit formulas for the components as
gi =
N∑
j=1
ΣijWj 0 =
N∑
i,j=1
WiΣijWj, (6)
The search for the optimal portfolio is a mixed-integer optimization problem with cost
function (4), minimized with respect to the weights w and subject to cardinality and
normalization constraints,
argmin
w
Terr := argmin
w
[
wTΣw − 2wTg + 0
]
(7)
||w||0 = d, (8)
||w||1 = 1, (9)
wj ≥ 0 ∀j. (10)
Here, ||w||0 =
∑
j |wj|0 and ||wj||1 =
∑
j |wj| stand for the 0-norm and the 1-norm
respectively. Eq. (10) is introduced to avoid short selling, and the integer nature of the
problem is manifested when selecting a subset of d assets so that Eq. (8) is respected.
This formulation assumes that w is a vector of continuous values, which is a good
approximation commonly employed in practice. However, one could also tackle the
problem as fully combinatorial recalling that equities are bought and sold in fixed lot
sizes, thereby requiring a discretization in the values of wj as discussed in [21].
Notice that the symmetric matrix Σij is similar to a covariance matrix among
assets, whereas the vector gj accounts for covariance-like components with respect to the
benchmark. Hence, the cost function (7) can be interpreted similarly to a Markowitz’s
porftfolio optimization: the mission of the quadratic term is to reduce the volatility
associated to the uncertain evolution of the assets while the linear term favors those
assets more correlated with the benchmark [22, 23].
‡ Even if those weights are not explicitly provided or available in financial data, such vector can be
computed by convex optimization of the universe of N index assets with no other restriction that
demanding positive weights for all of them and proper normalization (budget constraint).
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The problem, as stated, tends to favor assets with larger weights in the index. In
realistic scenarios there may be further constraints to ensure a well-diversified portfolio,
such as a capital concentration constraint of the form,
l ≤ Cw ≤ u, (11)
where l and u are vectors indicating the lower and upper bounds of certain linear
combinations of investments gathered in the matrix C.
For simplicity we shall not consider this sort of constraint. Instead, we focus
on drawing the quantities Σij and gi from a data set that leads to computationally
demanding problem. More precisely, we will look for indices with assets that are strongly
correlated, in a way that makes the quadratic terms are comparable to the linear terms.
Otherwise, the problem can be solved in good approximation just by sorting assets by
their contribution to the index and picking the top d from the list. For our numerical
studies, we picked an index consisting of a cluster of 15 oil companies: the PHLX Oil
Service Sector (OSX) index. The dataset gathers prices of all the instruments with
interval ∆t of 20 minutes over several days. We take look-back windows corresponding
to a single day, and average over several days. An example of the correlation heat map
of these equities and their corresponding (normalized) component gi for a random day
(2019-06-17) is shown in figure 1.
3. Pruning algorithm
3.1. One-step pruning
Index tracking is a mixed-integer optimization that implicitly joins a computationally
hard task—the selection of assets that are used to imitate the index, within an
exponentially large family of choices—, with a classically tractable, convex optimization
problem—assigning the weights to the selected assets—. This suggest that we split
index tracking into two problems, which will later addressed by a quantum and a classical
computer, in line with the current philosophy of hybrid classical-quantum computations.
Let us define a vector x of decision variables which determine whether the i−th
asset is included in the portfolio (xi = 1) or omitted (xi = 0). A first iteration of our idea
is the single-step selection algorithm (1-SA). We solve the combinatorial optimization
problem of selecting a portfolio of d assets
argmin
x
Serr := argmin
x
[
xTΣx− 2xTg] (12)
||x||0 = d.
This selection is used to build an index tracking problem with smaller matrices, Σr(x)
and gr(x), that only contain the rows and columns where xi 6= 0. The reduced problem
gives us a smaller vector of weights wr ∈ Rd
argmin
wr
T rerr(x) := argmin
wr
[
wTr Σr(x)wr − 2wTr gr(x) + 0
]
(13)
||wr||1 = 1, and wrj ≥ 0 ∀j.
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In practice, this formulation is problematic, because the selection of assets does not
incorporate information about the relative importance of securities in the final weights.
A better strategy is to reverse the previous sequence, creating the single-step pruning
algorithm (1-PA). In this version, the cost function of the selection problem incorporates
the weights, through the transformation xi → wixi. More precisely, we first solve the
convex optimization of the whole index
argmin
w
T fullerr := argmin
w
[
wTΣw − 2wTg + 0
]
(14)
||w||1 = 1, and wj ≥ 0 ∀j.
This information is incorporated into a diagonal matrix Dij(w) = wiδij, with which we
select the assets in a modified combinatorial optimization problem
argmin
x
Perr(w) := argmin
x
[
xTD(w)ΣD(w)x− 2xTD(w)g] (15)
||x||0 = d.
Finally, we update the optimal weights for this combination through another convex
optimization problem on a reduced subspace like in equation (13).
3.2. k-step pruning
We can use using 1-PA as the basis for an iterative pruning algorithm that constructs
solutions for decreasing portfolio sizes. More precisely one would design a discrete
schedule with k steps and decreasing universe sizes N1 = N > d1 = N2 > . . . ≥
Nk > dk = d. On the k-th step, the 1-PA algorithm searchs a portfolio of size dk that
approximates a new index (15) defined over a universe with Nk assets, with smaller
matrices Σr and gr constructed for the assets in that universe. One useful schedule is
to linearly decrease the sizes by a fixed amount Ni = N − s× i, but other possibilities
are feasible.
We can combine the iterative pruning with stochastic optimization methods, such
as a quantum optimization algorithm, to solve the 1-PA steps. In this scenario, we
have to fine tune not only the universe size, but also the number of repetitions of the
stochastic method. We suggest to gradually increase the number of repetitions as the
universe size shrinks, according to the schedule r → r0+αr. Heuristically, in early stages
where d ∼ N, we are more likely to retain assets in the optimal portfolio, so it makes
sense to spend less repetitions. In later stages, each repetition will be exponentially
cheaper and more accurate, due to the decrease in universe size, and it pays off to use
the same number of resources to get more accurate intermediate solutions. We refer
to the combination of universe size and repetition schedule as k-PA. It is described in
Algorithm 1 as a pseudocode function to calculate a target portfolio of size dtarget and
weights wj from and index of size N in steps of size s.
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Algorithm 1 Iterative pruning algorithm
Input: N, dtarget, r0, α, s
d← N
get ideal weights wj = Wj or find them from argminwT
full
err
while True do
r ← r0 + αr
d← max(p, d− s)
for 1:r do
approximately solve argminxPerr with weights wj, to select d assets
keep the best solution x
end for
solve argminwT
r
err(x) for selected assets in x to obtain new weights wj
construct Σr(x) and gr(x)
N ← d
if N = dtarget then
break
end if
end while
3.3. Performance analysis
We have compared the performance of the 1-SA and 1-PA algorithms against the search
for the optimal solution of the full index tracking problem, without any simplification.
Figures 2a-b compare the error of the simplified algorithms with the optimal solution,
for all ratios of tracker size d vs universe size N. Points located on the graph diagonal
represent scenarios where the simplified algorithm finds the optimal optimal solution.
The concentration of points along the diagonal is an evidence of the quality of the
1-PA method, which offers a much better heuristic than the 1-SA. We quantify the
difference using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, which is 0.92 and 0.68 for 1-PA and
1-SA, respectively. Another way to compare these methods is to study the probability
that an algorithm finds a portfolio with relative error with respect to the optimal one
∆ = (Terr−T fullerr )/T fullerr . As shown in figure 2c, 1-PA achieves an error ∆ ≤ 20% in 62.5%
of the runs, while 1-SA only does it with 17.7% probability.
Our analysis shows that solving (15) offers a satisfactory heuristics for finding
the optimal or close to optimal portfolio for any given size d. Motivated by this,
we have studied also the performance of the k-PA method, in combination with
classical simulated annealing, a well-known classical stochastic algorithm. As publicly
available reference, we used the dimod library [24] for Quadratic Unconstrained Binary
Optimization (QUBO) problems, without fine tuning, but solving the problem with
the hard-constraint penalty described in the next section. For a fair comparison, the
experiment is designed to arrive to the same portfolio size (d = 5) with the same number
of total overall repetitions (120) through 1-PA (r0 = 120, α = 0), 2-PA (r0 = 120, α = 4),
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Figure 2. Single-step selection and pruning algorithms. Global minimum error in (a)
1-SA and (b) 1-PA vs. the optimal solution of the full problem, for random days and
ratios d/N. (c) Probabilities of achieving a certain relative error in 1-SA and 1-PA,
compared to the optimal solution.
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Figure 3. Example of 3-step pruning algorithm with simulated annealing for OSX
index. Benchmark in solid orange line, tracker in dotted blue line. a) First step,
reduction from 15 assets to 11. b) Second step, reduction from 11 assets to 7. c) Third
step, reduction from 7 assets to 5. Final tracking error 1.3%.
and 3-PA (r0 = 20, α = 1) respectively.
The series of figures 3 illustrates an example of the 3-PA sequence for a random
day (2016-06-17), with a final relative error of 1.3%. The bar plot in figure 4a displays
a comparison of the median of the relative error for the multi-step pruning algorithm
with the optimal of the full problem, while the boxplot 4b compares the time spent in
each algorithm. Our numerical experiment indicates that the k-PA is not only faster as
we increase the number of steps, but also more accurate.
The resulting algorithm offers an alternative appealing heuristic with respect to
others local-search algorithms studied in the literature, like the threshold accepting
method [18, 25].
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Figure 4. Comparison of multi-step pruning algorithm with simulated annealing. a)
Bar plot of the median of relative errors for 1,2,3-step pruning algorithm and global
minimum obtained through diagonalization. b) Box plot of the time consumed in each
trial.
4. Hard-constraint formulations
4.1. Quantum variational algorithms
Having established that the pruning algorithm offers accurate solutions the index
tracking problem, we shall now address how to solve the integer optimization problem
from Eq. (15) using variational quantum circuits for combinatorial optimization
[26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Generally speaking, these methods represent the solution of
the optimization problem as a quantum superposition over all possible configurations.
The wavefunction is parameterized by the angles and phases of the quantum gates
used to build it. These real parameters are processed by some classical optimizer, in
a hybrid classical-quantum model that starts from rather uniform superpositions and
aims at concentrating probability on the best arguments to our cost function. The use
of quantum variational methods opens new questions, such as the shape and structure
of the ansatz, the type of classical optimizers to use, or the role of quantum fluctuations
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and entanglement in exploring the complex and noisy space of solutions.
Our first task is to encode the quantum optimization problem defined by (15) in a
quantum processor. Quantum variational algorithms where original devised for tackling
unconstrained optimization problems. One alternative to circumvent this limitation is
to include the constraints (15) into the QUBO cost function, as quadratic penalties.
argmin
x
PQUBOerr = argmin
x
xTDΣDx− 2xTDg + P (1Tx− d)2 . (16)
Here, 1 is a vector of ones and P is a penalty weight—large enough to prevent unfeasible
configurations, but small enough to allow tunneling between different portfolios that
satisfy the constraints. The optimization problem (16) can be brought to a quadratic
form PQUBOerr ∼ xTQx, including the linear terms§.
We can write the QUBO cost function as an Ising model,
Herr =
∑
ij
Jijσ
z
i σ
z
j +
∑
i
σzi hi + E0, (17)
by means of the mapping xi → 12(1 − σzi ), from bits to Pauli Z operator σzi . Our
optimization problem translates to finding one of the ground states |s1, s2, . . . , sN〉 of
Herr. We will approximate this as a variational method
argmin
~θ
〈Ψ(~θ)|Herr|Ψ(~θ)〉 (18)
finding the best choice ~θ over a family of wavefunctions |Ψ(θ)〉 , constructed with
gates that are parameterized by the angles θi. The optimization is done classically,
constructing the wavefunction in the quantum computer, estimating the energy and
estimating an update for the parameters. We expect that, if the variational family is
dense enough, it will approximate the ground state with arbitrary accuracy, or at least
get close to it.
4.2. Variational states
Given the limitations of NISQ devices concerning circuit depth, a first approach is to
restrict ourselves to hardware-efficient trial states [28], variational wavefunctions created
within the limitations of existing devices. More precisely, we will use the VQE Ry ansatz
(henceforth just VQE) introduced in Ref. [32]. Formally, the wavefunction reads
|ΨV QE(~θ)〉 =
(
p∏
j=2
exp
(
−i
∑
l
θjlσ
y
i
)
Uent
)
exp
(
−i
∑
l
θ1lσ
y
i
)
|Ψ0〉 .(19)
The ansatz starts from the zero state of the quantum register |Ψ0〉 = |0〉1 · · · |0〉N , and
then subsequent layers of local rotations and entangling operations are applied. The
variational parameters θjl determine the local rotation on the l-th qubit in the j-th
layer. As entangling operations we use a sequence of control-Z gates between nearest-
neighbor qubits, assuming the qubits form a 1D register.
§ Note that for binary variables x2i = xixi = xi and ∼ btx =
∑
ij xixjbiδij .
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The Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm [26] (QAOA) is more
hardware-demanding ansatz, that implements Trotterized version of quantum annealing.
The variational parameters are the angles βn of global x-rotations and of γn entangling
operations implemented by the problem Hamiltonian,
|ΨQAOA(~γ, ~β)〉 =
p∏
n=1
exp
(
−iβn
∑
i
σxi
)
exp (−iγnHerr) |Ψ+〉 . (20)
The initial state is the uniform superposition of all register states |Ψ+〉 =
⊗N
j=1 |+〉j,
with |+〉j = (1/
√
2)(|0〉j + |1〉j). In the limit of very large number of layers, QAOA may
converge to the dynamics of a quantum annealing process and therefore prepare the
ground state with high fidelity. In practice, the number of layers p is smaller, but the
ansatz captures the structure of the problem, which is why it is expected to perform
better than the generic VQE method, but with an added cost of more gates to implement
Herr.
Another strategy is to force the quantum circuit to search over subspaces of the
Hilbert spaces that respect the cardinality constraint without the need of imposing an
energy penalty. The idea is to start with an initial wavefunction with a well defined
number of assets and generate the variational ansatz with a sequence of quantum gates
which do conserve spin-excitation number [33].
|ΨSWAP,d(~θ)〉 =
p∏
j=2
[
exp
(
−i
∑
i
θjiσ
z
i
)
U√SWAP
]
exp
(
−i
∑
i
θ1iσ
z
i
)
|Ψ(d)〉 .(21)
The initial state |Ψ(d)〉 has d qubits with value 1, equispaced over the quantum register.
Local rotations around the z-axis are interleaved with U√SWAP gates that implements a
50-50 beam-splitter, partially swapping the qubit excitations
U√SWAP =
N∏
j=1
exp
(
i
pi
4
(
σ+j σ
−
j+1 + σ
+
j+1σ
−
j
))
. (22)
4.3. Classical Optimization
As for the classical optimization part, derivative-free optimizers like Constrained
Optimization BY Linear Approximation (COBYLA) have proven to be more effective
and robust in this task than gradient-based optimizers like gradient descent [34].
Nevertheless, all these methods tend to easily get stuck in local minima when the
parameter landscape is highly nonconvex. We checked that this problem is specially
acute for the case of low-depth QAOA, in which all the energy structure plus the energy
barriers penalizing unfeasible combinations get ”compressed” into a few parameters.
Thus, in the QAOA scenario, global derivative-free optimizers may help us to improve
the success of the minimization. Specifically, we chose the implementation of dual
annealing from scipy in Python, which combines a generalization of simulated annealing
coupled to a local search. Unlike COBYLA, this method finalizes when the maximum
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Figure 5. Average relative error ∆ achieved by QAOA with one layer and dual
annealing (Scipy) as optimizer. Target portfolio d = 5.
number of iterations is reached; this is limited by the parametermaxiter, which regulates
the maximum number of global search iterations.
When using COBYLA, the parameter tol marks a convergence criteria; we found
that tol = 0.01 was enough to ensure convergence and avoid unnecessary iterations
at the same time. Yet, the method has to be limited by a total number of iterations,
which was set to 2000 because our numerical experiments normally converge within that
limit. To attempt a fair comparison with dual annealing, we could try finding a maxiter
parameter from which the quality of results plateaus. In view of figure 5, that shows
the evolution of the relative error for QAOA with one layer and d = 5, we conclude
that the method rapidly plateaus, being maxiter = 10 a reasonable choice. Finally, we
have to establish some bounds where the global optimizer is going to be searching: we
set the intervals [0, 2pi] and [0, pi] for ~γ and ~β respectively. No further fine tuning was
considered apart from the already mentioned.
4.4. Numerical experiments
We have compared numerically the performance of VQE (COBYLA), QAOA
(COBYLA), SWAP (COBYLA) and QAOA (dual annealing) using the following
procedure. We selected a set of random dates from the whole dataset. For each date we
ran each algorithm with a random initial point for every portfolio size (in the case of
QAOA the initial point lies within the region previously indicated). Once the classical
optimization converged, we measured the quantum state 100 times. Out of the resulting
binary numbers, we kept the configuration x with the lowest energy that satisfies the
cardinality constraint ‖x‖0 = d. As a classical reference, we also calculated the best
result among 100 repetitions of simulated annealing using the dimod library.
We quantify the performance of the stochastic methods, quantum and classical,
using two metrics. Figure 6a compares the relative error obtained with different circuits
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Figure 6. Comparison of QAOA, VQE and SWAP ansa¨tze, sampling from random
days,random seeds and ratios d/N, and picking the best result from 100 measurements.
a) Box plot of relative errors, dimod’s simulated annealing with reads = 100 for
comparison. b) Box plot of number of function evaluations.
and optimization methods, taking as basis the error of the optimal solution obtained
through diagonalization, ∆ = Perr−P
opt
err
P opterr
. Figure 6b focuses on the number of evaluations
for each quantum ansatz and optimization method. In all cases, we explore portfolio
sizes in the interval [5, 10], representing between 1/3 and 2/3 of the universe of equities
(reasonable for a multi-step pruning algorithm). Finally, to account for statistical
fluctuations, we apply the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test, which tests the null
hypothesis that two sets of measurements are drawn from the same distribution—the
alternative hypothesis is that values in one sample are more likely to be larger than the
values in the other one.
We can offer some conclusions from this study. First, the SWAP ansatz offers the
lowest average relative error (〈∆〉 = 4%), followed closely by QAOA with dual annealing
(6%). This is confirmed by the rank-sum test with a p-value p = 0.0072 for a significance
level α = 0.05. VQE, in comparison, offers poor performance (31%). An additional VQE
layer improves the quality, but requires twice the number of function evaluations. We
can see that COBYLA quickly gets trapped in local minima for QAOA, leading to worse
relative error (16%). Finally, an advantage of QAOA over SWAP stems from the fact
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Figure 7. Swarm plot of relative errors ∆ for portfolio sizes in the interval [5, 10],
using (a) a classical simulated annealing method or a quantum variational method
with two layers of (b) SWAP, (c) QAOA or (d) VQE.
that it requires less function evaluations to achieve similar relative errors.
We can also look into how the quality of results vary as we increase the ratio d/N.
Figure 7 displays swarm plots for each method whereby we can graphically compare the
dispersion of results, their average and the probability of finding the global optimum.
All methods are consistent in showing a betterment of all these metrics as the portfolio
grows. Interestingly, the probability of finding the optimal portfolio for SWAP and
QAOA is better than simulated annealing for the hardest instance (d = 5); the rank-
sum confirms this shift in the distribution with p-values p = 8.3×10−5 and p = 2.7×10−3
respectively. In comparison, the test does not find statistical difference for portfolios
larger than 7.
5. Soft-constraint formulation
5.1. Regularized cost function
The QUBO formulation with hard constraints allows us to control very well the portfolio
size, but it creates very rough energy landscapes where classical optimizers such as
COBYLA get easily trapped. We can improve the convergence of the optimizer by
relaxing our control over the portfolio size, changing the cost function to include
Lagrange multipliers instead of quadratic penalties. The new regularization term acts
as a chemical potential that favors different values of the constraint, depending on the
regularization parameter λ
PQUBOsofterr ∼ xTQx + λ||x||0. (23)
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Figure 8. Average portfolio size 〈d〉 vs. regularization parameter λ. For each value
of the regularization parameter, we solve the optimization problem using different
anstze and optimizers. We then compute the average portfolio size over a sample of
100 measurements in the final state, and over a random choice of dates of the same
benchmark index (OSX).
Financially speaking, λ can also be interpreted as a constant transaction cost for each
asset. Although regularization is widely used in machine learning, this particular form
is not so common, because it leads to non-differentiable functions. In our case the
regularization amounts to introducing a multiple of the identity matrix 1
argmin
x
PQUBOsofterr = argmin
x
[
xTD(Σ + λ1)Dx− 2xTDg] , (24)
updating the diagonal elements of Q.
A drawback of this method is that we cannot predict the portfolio size d that
is most likely to be selected by any value of the regularization parameter λ. Let us
recall, however, that the index tracking optimization is to be repeated multiple times,
with minor variations in the data, but not the structure of the problem. Under such
circumstances, we have found that indices are stable enough to develop a monotonic
relation between the regularization parameter and the average portfolio size. The
confidence interval informs us that, for a given λ, the average size remains fairly stable
for different random initial point and different dates.
The monoticity of the function 〈d(λ)〉 implies the existence of an optimal λ∗
satisfying 〈d(λ∗)〉 ≈ dtarget for each portfolio target. Therefore, to generate portfolios of
a target size d, we must tune‖ λ so that the average portfolio produced by our quantum
state coincides with d as much as possible. The previous graph indicates that such
tuning only needs to happen at the beginning of a series of optimizations over different
time windows. Small deviations from the optimal λ∗ will not cause a failure to recover
the right portfolios—they may affect the quality of the results and the likely of finding
low energy configurations with the right size d—, and in any case the value of λ may
‖ Remarkably, the values seem to be independent of the ansatz, perhaps suggesting that we could even
train a supervised machine learning model that outputs a suitable λ given a certain matrix Q so as to
automatize the parameter tuning.
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Figure 9. Soft constraint variational optimization performance with QAOA and VQE.
Relative error vs. deviation in portfolio size 〈d〉 − d for (a) QAOA or (b) VQE, both
with one layer, solved using and COBYLA. (c) Relative error vs. binned deviation in
portfolio size, for QAOA with 1, 2 and 3 entangling layers. (d) Probability of success
at sampling a portfolio of size d, for VQE with 1 and 2 entangling layers.
be dynamically adjusted.
5.2. Performance study
To illustrate this effect, in figure 9a we present a scatter plot of relative errors achieved
by QAOA with 1 layer and COBYLA as a function of the difference between the mean
〈d〉 and the desired size d (the baseline here is the hard-constraint exact solution for
a fair comparison with previous section); a binned version is shown in plot 9c, also
comparing the impact of additional layers. We employed the same numerical procedure
described earlier, but in the last step we select the portfolio with the lowest energy
satisfying the cardinality constraint from the 100 measurements (if such configuration
exists). Effectively, the relative error progressively worsens as we separate from λ∗, yet
we can expect good results within two units around λ∗. The asymmetry stems from the
fact that it is more likely to find smaller d′s on the right hand of the optimal point, which
statistically yields greater dispersion as seen in the previous section. We can also see that
introducing layers slightly enhance the results; a rank-sum test identifies a conclusive
difference between the first and second layer distribution with p-value p = 1.5 × 10−4,
and a somewhat less conclusive p = 0.024 between the second and third layer.
A strikingly contrasting scenario shows up when repeating the same analysis for
VQE, as the scatter plot 9b reveals: sampling the global optimum is very likely happen as
long as VQE succeeds in returning a configuration satisfying the cardinality constraint.
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Figure 10. Probability of sampling the global optimum as a function of the binned
deviation 〈d〉 − d, comparing various ansa¨tze and number of entangling layers.
Deterioration is precisely noticed in the probability of reaching such feasible portfolio,
rapidly decaying as we deviate from the optimal λ∗ as plotted in figure 9d (unlike
QAOA, which remains fairly stable for greater deviations). In essence, VQE almost
guarantees to pinpoint the global optimum provided that we are close enough to the
optimal regularization parameter λ ' λ∗. Introducing an additional layer does not seem
to provide any advantage (the rank-sum tests throws an inconclusive p = 0.54).
A metric that somehow summarizes our previous discoveries is the probability of
sampling the global optimum, compared in the bar plot 10 for both VQE and QAOA.
VQE clearly outstrips QAOA in this regard, but when comparing the number of function
evaluations (bar plot 11) we note that it requires around 8 times more calls to the
quantum processor. In the light of these results, we conclude that the soft-constraint
QUBO encoding improves enormously the energy landscape with respect to the hard-
constraint version, leading to better metrics. Provided we are close enough to the
optimal regularization parameter λ∗, QAOA improves performance in both relative
error and calls even when using COBYLA, where previously we had to rely on a global
optimizer. VQE offers high probability of reaching the global optimum but is less robust
to large deviations from λ∗ than QAOA, and it also demands many more function
evaluations.
We have analyzed results for a single pruning step, but the soft-constraint
formulation can also be merged into the multi-step algorithm. Since it is not necessary
to keep an exquisite control over the portfolios sizes at intermediate steps, a pruning
schedule may include a schedule also for the regularization parameters λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥
. . . ≥ λk. We would start from a high enough value λ0 to explore larger portfolios, and
carefully select the regularizers close to the end, so that λk → λ∗. Another idea is to
apply different ansatz and constraint formulations at different stages of the pruning.
One could use a VQE-like ansatz with a soft encoding for the intermediate steps, where
no fine tuning of λ is needed, and switch to a low-depth QAOA with hard constraints
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Figure 11. Bar plot of average number of function evaluations, comparison between
QAOA and VQE with |〈d〉 − d| < 1
at the end, to have control over the final portfolio size d.
6. Conclusions
In this work we have introduced an algorithm that iteratively discards investment
alternatives to arrive to a basket of assets with similar performance with respect
to a financial benchmark. The selection process is driven by quantum optimization
algorithms such as QAOA. Unlike other graph-like problems used as a reference in this
context (e.g. Max-Cut), index tracking naturally poses a dense quadratic structure,
normally associated with hard optimization instances.
Through numerical experiments with real data, we found that the performance of
the pruning algorithm depends on the combination of three factors: the quantum ansatz,
the classical optimizer, and the mathematical encoding. Figure 12 displays a ranking of
all the methods studied regarding averages obtained for three key metrics: the relative
error with respect to the exact solution, the number of function evaluations and the
probability of sampling the global optimum.
As we can see, the mathematical encoding is the most prominent actor determining
the performance for both error and sampling. Introducing penalty terms in a QUBO
formulation to account for cardinality constraints drastically increases the hardness of
the problem. Soft constraints or quantum circuits designed to search in appropriate
sub-spaces become practical alternatives. Local rotations in the VQE ansatz greatly
decreases the speed of the algorithm, but it may also lead to high probability of sampling
the optimum. QAOA seems well-balanced between speed and accuracy.
In summary, our results point to a promising quantum heuristic for portfolio
optimization with cardinality constraints [22], like index tracking as a prototypical
example. Experimental tests in real hardware with larger indices remains as next step.
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Further constraints ensuring diversification can also be included in our algorithm, which
makes it a realistic proposal for the finance industry in the advent of the NISQ era.
Even though we have developed our heuristic pruning algorithm in the context
of a particular financial application, it is general enough to be applicable in many
other contexts. For instance, it can be applied for selecting variables in a multi-variate
linear regression [35] (a common problem in machine learning and econometrics) with
a different heuristic with respect to local-search algorithms like threshold accepting
[36, 37]. Other applications in machine learning include the sparse Principal Component
Analysis [38]; in ensemble machine learning, it also serves as an extension of the
QBoost algorithm [39] for selecting K weak learners out of a collection of N predictors.
Our results also have applications in other technical disciplines, like compressed
sensing/sampling for signal processing [40], or the capacitated facility location problem
for supply chain [41].
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Figure 12. Ranking of methods for (a) average relative error (b) average number
of function evaluations and (c) probability of sampling the global optimum. dev< 1
stands for |〈d〉 − d| < 1
